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DATE: April 25, 2022 
 
TO:  Anchorage Election Commission  
 
FROM: Ralph Duerre, Observer Liaison 
  Barbara A. Jones, Municipal Clerk 
    
SUBJECT: Response to Four Complaints Renewed by Observers to Election 

Commission  
 
After the continued meeting of the Anchorage Election Commission, pursuant to the 
request of Vice Chair Loren Leman, the Commission asked the Observers to identify the 
complaints that they believe have not been adequately responded to or are in error.  As a 
result, the Observers identified four complaints of the approximately 34 complaints that 
were filed. As requested by the Commission, the staff cannot identify any of these 
complaints that allege a violation of law or that would change the result of the election.   
 
Even so, staff provides the following additional information regarding the four complaints 
for the Commission:   
 
Undeliverable Envelopes: The Observers filed two complaints regarding undeliverable 
envelopes, one by Daniel Smith on March 18, 2022, the other by Lolly Reid on March 31, 
2022.  The Municipal Clerk responded to the complaints on March 21, 2022, and on April 
16, 2022, respectively. 
 
Neither complaint identifies a failure to comply with the provisions of law or illegal 
election practices nor a failure which would be sufficient to change the outcome of the 
election. Further, neither complaint identifies a perceived administrative error or 
irregularity by an election official. Therefore, the complaints do not identify any 
correctable error. 
 
Access to Election Center Scanning/Adjudication/Tabulation Server: Five complaints 
were filed regarding maintenance by a vendor of the Election Center’s 
scanning/adjudication/tabulation server on April 19, 2022.  The Municipal Clerk responded 
to all complaints on April 22, 2022.  Even so, the MOA Elections Team provides this 
additional information:  The vendor is not a “third party” – the MOA has a maintenance 
contract with the vendor.  There was no modification to the server on April 19.  The vendor 



came at the request of the Elections Team to correct an error in the Summary Results 
Report; the Clerk’s Office compared the results produced on April 19 at 2:14:23 PM to the 
results from April 15, and there are no differences in the results, except in the names of the 
write-in candidates in the of the following four LRSA races: 

LRSA Race Info in April 15, 2022 Results Info in April 19, 2022 2:14:23 
PM Results 

Birch Tree/Elmore LRSA DOE, John Write-In 0 votes   Nothing 
Mountain Park/Robin Hill    DOE, Jane Write-In 0 votes Nothing 

 
South Goldenview RRSA, D Total Votes 37      HUGHES, Chris 37 
SRW Homeowners’ LRSA Total Votes 27     CLARY, Andy     27  

 
In summary, none of the statements in this renewed complaint, nor the original complaint 
identifies a failure to comply with the provisions of law or illegal election practices nor a 
failure which would be sufficient to change the outcome of the election.  Further, no 
statement in this complaint identifies a perceived administrative error or irregularity by an 
election official.  Therefore, this renewed complaint does not identify any correctable error. 
 
Undelivered Ballots: Daniel Smith filed a complaint on April 3, 2022, stating certain 
residents on Emerald Drive, Emerald Street and Jade Street did not receive ballot packages. 
The Municipal Clerk responded immediately on April 3, 2022, and again on April 24, 2022. 
The Clerk’s response, referring a response to a previous complaint, indicated that USPS 
confirmed proof of delivery on March 14, 2022 of over 210,000 ballot packages to the 
USPS, and that the Anchorage USPS acknowledged receipt of the 210,000 ballot packages 
and put them in the Anchorage mail stream with delivery scheduled on March 21, 2022. 
The MOA Elections Team conducted further inquiries of the USPS Anchorage Office 
regarding ballots in West Anchorage and the most current response states, “The mail carrier 
confirmed that all ballots he had were delivered.  There is no mail, no ballots at the office 
for delivery or return.” (2022-0425 Email from USPS.) 
 
The Observer’s complaint states a percentage “undelivered ballot rate” that is based on 
anecdotal evidence and projects it across the total registered voters in two precincts, which 
are both too speculative to be the basis for any conclusions about undelivered ballot 
packages. In contrast, the Observer states that he knows 200 people who did not receive 
their ballot packages – this is the information that the Clerk’s Office and Commission need 
to analyze this issue! Who are these voters? If the Observer can provide these names the 
MOA Elections Team can investigate further and provide this information to the Assembly 
and the Commission.  The MOA Elections Team understands the Commissions may want 
to notate on their canvas report something to the following effect, “Further comments 
from the Commission may be forthcoming on this complaint regarding undelivered 
ballots.”  
 



 

At this time, since all evidence from the USPS indicates the ballots were delivered and 
received by the USPS, this complaint does not identify a failure to comply with the 
provisions of law or illegal election practices, and does not identify a failure which would 
be sufficient to change the outcome of the election.  Further, the complaint does not identify 
a perceived administrative error or irregularity by an election official. Therefore, the 
complaint does not identify any correctable error. 
 
Audit of Election Results: The Observers filed two complaints regarding a post-election 
audit of the election results, one by Daniel Smith dated April 21, 2022, and one by Bernice 
Hanson (by email) on April 25, 2022.  The Municipal clerk responded to Mr. Smith on 
April 24, 2022, and to Ms. Hanson (by email) on April 25, 2022.  The Elections Team 
provides this additional information:  the Observers are incorrect in their statement that the 
Risk Limiting Audit (RLA) does not audit the actual voter ballots; it does. The response 
from the Clerk states that the RLA “compare[s] the machine count of the votes on those 
ballots to a hand count,” which means the actual voter ballots will be pulled.     
 
Neither of the complaints regarding the audit identifies a failure to comply with the 
provisions of law or illegal election practices nor a failure which would be sufficient to 
change the outcome of the election. Further, neither complaint identifies a perceived 
administrative error or irregularity by an election official.  Therefore, the complaints do 
not identify any correctable error. 
 
Standards found in the following sources:   

1. Observer’s Handbook (January 25, 2022) at page 16 (Election Official Conduct) 
2. AMC 28.85.040D (certification); and 
3. AMC 28.100.020 (contest procedures). 

 
CC:  Barbara Jones, Municipal Clerk  

Jamie Heinz, Deputy Clerk – Elections 
Dee Ennis, Observer Liaison 
Observers Contacts 



































































 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
TO:   Daniel Smith, Election Observer 
 
FROM:  Barbara A. Jones, Municipal Clerk,  
 
DATE:   April 24, 2022 
 
SUBJECT:  Response to Your Complaint re Ballots not Received  

 
Thank you for your complaint filed on April 3, 2022.  Because your concern was about voters not 
receiving their ballots, we responded immediately by email on April 3, 2022 with a partial response to 
include that the MOA Elections Team (1) corrected one statement in the complaint, that there was no 
statement that anyone at MOA Elections had “received many reports of ballots not arriving in the 
Sand Lake area….”  And (2) as a remedy to the request in the complaint to issue a public service 
announcement (PSA), the MOA Elections Team stated it 
 

issued [a] … press release on Friday, and another press release will be issued on 
Monday…. Please help us share the message:  if you know of voters who have not 
received a ballot, please … encourage voters to go to one of the three Anchorage Vote 
Centers; or ask them to call the Voter Hotline at 907-243-VOTE (8683) … to request 
a fax or email ballot; or … to discuss other voter services. 

 
We stated we would provide more information in response to your complaint, in particular, information 
from the USPS when we received it; we had not received that information as of the Public Session of 
Canvas on Monday, April 18, but have since received and included that information below.  Thus, we 
offer the following regarding your complaint that ballots had not been received by voters:   
 
Background:  Although similar, but slightly different than some of the statements in the complaint, on 
Thursday, March 31, 2022, the Chair of Loussac Library Vote Center contacted the Election Center staff 
and requested additional counter ballots for two different ballot styles (1941 and 1944) because she was 
informed by two voters at addresses she believed were within those ballot styles that the voters had not 
received their ballot packages. Since the Chair of Loussac Library requested the additional counter 
ballots, the Deputy Clerk knew the street names where these two voters lived. Contrary to the statement 
in this paragraph of your complaint, the vote center was not experiencing higher than expected “in person” 
turnout for those areas. The purpose of the request for the additional ballot styles from the Chair was to 
be prepared in the event that more voters from these areas appeared at the vote center over the 
weekend.   
 
On Thursday, March 31, 2022, when as Clerk, I heard about the concern from the Deputy Clerk and you, 
I used the information regarding the statement that voters had not received their ballot packages in the 
area covered by the two ballot styles to inform the USPS about your concern. (2022-0331 Email with the 
ballot styles maps.)   
 
The Anchorage Vote at Home/Vote by Mail Election System provides many options for voters to vote. 
Voters are encouraged to vote their mailed ballot.  As detailed in a response to a previous Observer 
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Complaint filed on March 31, 2022, we included a response regarding the USPS, including that 
Anchorage ballot packages were delivered to USPS on Monday, March 14, the printing and mailing 
vendor reported it wasn’t seeing expected delivery information. Following other inquiries, on March 21, 
Anchorage USPS Officials reported that the MOA ballot packages had been received were delivered on 
that day. (See Response to Henslee Complaint from March 31, 2022.) Voters who did not receive their 
ballot packages by Monday, March 21 were encouraged to call the MOA Voter Hotline and request a 
replacement ballot package; the replacement ballot packages are and were mailed the following business 
day. Voters have until 7 days before Election Day, or Tuesday, March 29 to request a replacement ballot 
package to be mailed and the Elections Team processed all those requests. Voters who called after 
March 29 and stated they did not receive a ballot package are offered other options to vote: The 
Anchorage Voter Centers opened on Monday March 29 and were open for nine days, until 6:00 p.m. 
each day, except Saturdays and Sundays, when they were open, but had more limited hours, and on 
Election Day, April 5 when the Vote Centers were open from 7:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. Voters are also 
informed that they may vote by email or vote by fax and voters are provided that information. Finally, 
voters who are hospitalized, home bound, or disabled are offered the option to vote a Special Needs 
ballot package on or before Election Day. Although there were numerous articles in the local media on 
the election and how to vote, the MOA Elections Team made the following announcements specifically 
regarding options for voting, including in-person voting:   
• January 2022 - MOA Elections webpage at www.muni.org/elections, bright yellow 

button and yellow banner link to the webpage directly from on the MOA Homepage at 
www.muni.org 

• February 6 - Notice of Election published in the Anchorage Daily News and the 
Municipal Website, including vote center hours. 

• March 12 – League of Women Voters Ballot Review – delivered to every household in 
Anchorage. 

• March 21 and other dates – Social Media posts reminding voters of dates Vote 
Centers open.   

• March 28 - Press Release announcing the Anchorage Vote Centers Open beginning 
Monday, March 28 and detailing hours.   

• April 1 - Press Release announcing the options to vote at home, by mail and in-person. 
• April 3 - Notice of Election published in the Anchorage Daily News and on the 

Municipal website, including vote center hours. 
• April 5 - Press Release reminder to vote on Election Day, at home or in person at a 

vote center.  
 
Additional Information in Response to the Complaint:   
• On Thursday, March 31, the MOA Elections Team contacted the USPS, and provided its 

understanding that voters in certain neighborhoods, covered by MOA Ballot Styles 1941 and 1944, 
may not have received ballot packages. We asked the USPS if there was anything it could do to 
address this. (See 2022-0331 MOA Elections email attached.)    

• On April 1, 2022, the USPS provided a request for specific addresses since the ballot styles cover 
several routes, and the USPS Official indicated he lived in this area and his household received their 
ballot packages. On the same date, MOA Elections Team provided the specified street names that 
we had been provided.  (See 2022-0401 MOA Elections email attached.)   

• On April 1, the USPS provided an additional response that the Carrier indicated that ballot packages 
he received the prior day were marked “redeliver.”  On April 2, the Elections Team responded with a 
request for further information on the meaning of the term “redeliver” (See 2022-0402 MOA Elections 
email.)   

• On April 16, because the USPS had not responded to the April 2 follow up email re the meaning of 
“redeliver,” the Elections Team followed up with the USPS again inquiring about the meaning of the 
term “redeliver” and also a follow up question regarding which “routes still have not received their 
ballots” and how did the Carrier know this.   



 

 

• On April 18 at 5:02 p.m., the USPS informed the Elections Team that they would not be able to 
respond until April 19.  (See 2022-0419 MOA Elections email attached.)   

• On April 19, the USPS responded to the two questions as follows:   
o “After speaking with the manager at Sand Lake she confirms that the ballots she referred to 

that had a “redeliver” marking on them came to the carrier that way.  Without actually seeing a 
ballot it is very hard for me to determine where the marking came from or what it meant.” (See 
2022-0419 MOA Elections email attached.)   

o “As far as the carrier noticing some parts of the routes had not receive[d] ballots, he assumed 
because every house did not receive a ballot that some were missing.  I don’t believe every 
house would have received a ballot, correct?  If so, this would be a non-issue.”  (See 2022-
0419 MOA Elections email attached.)   

Although MOA Elections understands your concern about this neighborhood and the precincts you 
identified, it is unclear from the complaint what information is being referred to in the complaint that would 
factually support the statement that “…these precincts [22-660 and 22-645] are reporting lower than 
average turnout...” because no turnout has been or is reported by precinct prior to the date of certification 
of the election.   
 
As noted in your complaint, we are pleased to know that those voters you spoke with voted in person; 
the MOA Elections Team advocates for all voters who have not received a ballot and did not request a 
replacement ballot prior to the cutoff for replacement ballots on March 29, to go to a vote center to vote 
in person.  In addition, depending on the voter’s circumstances, when voters who call to say they haven’t 
received a ballot after the deadline for requesting a replacement are also offered the opportunities to vote 
by email, to vote by fax, or to vote a Special Needs ballot if they qualify.   
 
The information in response to the previous complaint regarding USPS and the information from the 
USPS in response to this complaint indicates that there was no issue with mailed ballots not being 
delivered to these certain ballot styles areas or neighborhoods in West Anchorage. Individual voters may, 
particularly those who participate in and received information from USPS “Informed Delivery” that their 
ballot package was scheduled for delivery, wish to contact the USPS with that information to see if the 
USPS can provide further information about their ballot package. MOA Elections would be happy to assist 
voters in that effort.     

 
C:   Dee Ennis, Observer Liaison 
      Ralph Duerre, Observer Liaison  
      Dennis Wheeler, MOA Elections Project Manager 
      Observer Contacts for other campaigns 
 
 
 













From: Jones, Barbara A.
To: Heinz, Jamie L.
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not receive ballot packages
Date: Friday, April 1, 2022 10:06:00 AM
Attachments: image001.jpg

Thank you!
 

From: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov> 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 9:48 AM
To: , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Jones, Barbara A.
<barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>; , Beverly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

 Kimberly - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Chae  - Anchorage, AK
@usps.gov>;  Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
We know that Emerald Drive, Emerald Street,  Jade Street, and the circles near those streets
were affected but we do not know the extent of the area that did not receive the ballot packages.
 
Thanks,
Jamie Heinz, MMC
MOA Elections

 
From:  Alejandro - Anchorage, AK < @usps.gov> 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 9:21 AM
To: Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>;  Beverly  - Anchorage, AK
< @usps.gov>; , Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Chae  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;  Melissa  - Anchorage, AK
@usps.gov>

Cc: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
Importance: High
 

The station is asking which addresses did not received the ballots. Can you share it
with us some specific address?  1941 and 1944 consist of several routes.
 
Based on the map 1944, my address is part of that. We received all our ballots in my
household.
 
Thank You!
Alejandro   Supervisor, Business Mail Entry Unit
-

+ @usps.gov   
 



We value your feedback!  Customer service surveys are periodically emailed to customers
asking for feedback on how we’re doing.  Should you receive a survey, please take a moment to
tell us about your most recent Business Mail Entry Unit (BMEU) experience.  In the meantime, if
there is any way we can improve your BMEU experience, please let us know.  We look forward
to hearing from you! 
 
 

From: Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 10:38 PM
To: Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Beverly  - Anchorage,
AK < @usps.gov>; Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK
< @usps.gov>; , Chae  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>
Cc: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside USPS. STOP and CONSIDER before responding, clicking on
links, or opening attachments.

Dear Friends at the USPS:  The Municipality of Anchorage Elections Team has received some information
that voters in the neighborhoods designated as 1941 and 1944 in the map below did not receive their
ballot packages to vote in the Municipal Election.  We wanted to provide this information to the USPS in
the event there is some action you could take to address this.  The link to the map is provided below, in
case you wanted to get into the details of the map.  Thank you as always for your help with MOA
Elections.  Barbara Jones, Municipal Clerk
 
Https://muniorg.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?
id=a598b0522a3d434cafbc93f20c5ce1a6https://muniorg.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.ht
ml?id=a598b0522a3d434cafbc93f20c5ce1a6







CAUTION STOP and CONSIDER
links, or opening attachments.

Hi Tito,
 
As requested by phone, attached are samples of the mail pieces.  The first page is the outgoing mail piece
that you’ll likely prefer to look at; the second two pages are ballot return envelopes.
 
 
Thanks,
Jamie Heinz, MMC
MOA Elections

 
From: Heinz, Jamie L. 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 9:48 AM
To:  Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Jones, Barbara A.
<barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>; , Beverly  - Anchorage, AK < @usps.gov>;

, Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Chae  - Anchorage, AK
@usps.gov>;  Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
We know that Emerald Drive, Emerald Street,  Jade Street, and the circles near those streets were affected
but we do not know the extent of the area that did not receive the ballot packages.
 
Thanks,
Jamie Heinz, MMC
MOA Elections

 
From: Alejandro - Anchorage, AK < > 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 9:21 AM
To: Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>;  Beverly  - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>; Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;
 Chae  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Melissa  - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>
Cc: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
Importance: High
 

The station is asking which addresses did not received the ballots. Can you share it
with us some specific address?  1941 and 1944 consist of several routes.
 
Based on the map 1944, my address is part of that. We received all our ballots in my
household.
 
Thank You!



Alejandro  s Supervisor, Business Mail Entry Unit
-

+ @usps.gov   s7(
 
We value your feedback!  Customer service surveys are periodically emailed to customers asking
for feedback on how we’re doing.  Should you receive a survey, please take a moment to tell us
about your most recent Business Mail Entry Unit (BMEU) experience.  In the meantime, if there is
any way we can improve your BMEU experience, please let us know.  We look forward to hearing
from you! 
 
 

From: Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 10:38 PM
To:  Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK < @usps.gov>; , Beverly  - Anchorage,
AK @usps.gov>; , Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK
< @usps.gov>; , Chae  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>
Cc: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside USPS. STOP and CONSIDER before responding, clicking on
links, or opening attachments.

Dear Friends at the USPS:  The Municipality of Anchorage Elections Team has received some information
that voters in the neighborhoods designated as 1941 and 1944 in the map below did not receive their
ballot packages to vote in the Municipal Election.  We wanted to provide this information to the USPS in
the event there is some action you could take to address this.  The link to the map is provided below, in
case you wanted to get into the details of the map.  Thank you as always for your help with MOA Elections. 
Barbara Jones, Municipal Clerk
 
Https://muniorg.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?
id=a598b0522a3d434cafbc93f20c5ce1a6https://muniorg.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?
id=a598b0522a3d434cafbc93f20c5ce1a6







 
From: Jones, Barbara A. 
Sent: Saturday, April 2, 2022 4:08 PM
To:  Kimberly - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Heinz, Jamie L.
<jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>;  Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

Beverly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Chae - Anchorage, AK
@usps.gov>;  Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>

Cc: 99522 SAND LAKE STATION, AK 
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
Thank you for the response.  Can you please let us know what “redeliver” means?  Barbara
 

From:  Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov> 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 5:49 PM
To: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>;  Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK
< @usps.gov>; Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>; , Beverly
- Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;  Chae  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>
Cc: 99522 SAND LAKE STATION, AK @usps.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
Hello,
 
I spoke to the carrier who is assigned at Emerald St and Jade St. Carrier mentioned he received a lot of
Ballots yesterday that has “Redeliver” marking on them. He also delivered ballots sometime last week and
noticed some part of his routes still have did not received their ballots.
 
We do not have Emerald Dr.
 
 
Thank you,
 
Kimberly 
Supervisor, Customer Service

 
 

From: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov> 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 10:47 AM
To: Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Jones, Barbara A.
<barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>;  Beverly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;  Chae  - Anchorage, AK



@usps.gov>; , Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside USPS. STOP and CONSIDER before responding, clicking on
links, or opening attachments.

Hi Tito,
 
As requested by phone, attached are samples of the mail pieces.  The first page is the outgoing
mail piece that you’ll likely prefer to look at; the second two pages are ballot return envelopes.
 
 
Thanks,
Jamie Heinz, MMC
MOA Elections

 
From: Heinz, Jamie L. 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 9:48 AM
To:  Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Jones, Barbara A.
<barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>; , Beverly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Chae - Anchorage, AK
@usps.gov>; , Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
We know that Emerald Drive, Emerald Street,  Jade Street, and the circles near those streets
were affected but we do not know the extent of the area that did not receive the ballot packages.
 
Thanks,
Jamie Heinz, MMC
MOA Elections

 
From:  Alejandro  Anchorage, AK < > 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 9:21 AM
To: Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>; , Beverly  - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>; , Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;
 Chae  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Melissa  - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>
Cc: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
Importance: High
 

The station is asking which addresses did not received the ballots. Can you share it
with us some specific address?  1941 and 1944 consist of several routes.



 
Based on the map 1944, my address is part of that. We received all our ballots in my
household.
 
Thank You!
Alejandro  s Supervisor, Business Mail Entry Unit

+ @usps.gov   
 
We value your feedback!  Customer service surveys are periodically emailed to customers
asking for feedback on how we’re doing.  Should you receive a survey, please take a moment to
tell us about your most recent Business Mail Entry Unit (BMEU) experience.  In the meantime, if
there is any way we can improve your BMEU experience, please let us know.  We look forward
to hearing from you! 
 
 

From: Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 10:38 PM
To: , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK < @usps.gov>; , Beverly  - Anchorage,
AK @usps.gov>; , Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK
< @usps.gov>; , Chae  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>
Cc: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside USPS. STOP and CONSIDER before responding, clicking on
links, or opening attachments.

Dear Friends at the USPS:  The Municipality of Anchorage Elections Team has received some information
that voters in the neighborhoods designated as 1941 and 1944 in the map below did not receive their
ballot packages to vote in the Municipal Election.  We wanted to provide this information to the USPS in
the event there is some action you could take to address this.  The link to the map is provided below, in
case you wanted to get into the details of the map.  Thank you as always for your help with MOA
Elections.  Barbara Jones, Municipal Clerk
 
Https://muniorg.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?
id=a598b0522a3d434cafbc93f20c5ce1a6https://muniorg.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.ht
ml?id=a598b0522a3d434cafbc93f20c5ce1a6







CAUTION: This email originated from outside USPS. STOP and CONSIDER before responding, clicking on
links, or opening attachments.

Dear USPS friends.  Thank you for the email response below.  The Municipality desperately
needs answers to the following questions by COB Monday, April 18.
 
We are inquiring regarding the statement that a USPS supervisor “spoke to the carrier who is
assigned at Emerald St and Jade St. [And the] Carrier mentioned he received a lot of Ballots
yesterday [March 31] that has “Redeliver” marking on them. He also delivered ballots
sometime last week and noticed some part of his routes still have did not received their
ballots.” 
 
First, as requested in our email of April 2, could you please let us know what ”Redeliver”
means? 
 
Second, could you also please let us know what it means that the carries stated that he
“noticed some part of his routes still have did not received their ballots”? 

Which were the “routes [that] still have not received their ballots” and how did the
carrier know this? 

 
Thank you for your help regarding providing answers to these questions as soon as possible
and hopefully by Monday, April 18.  Sincerely, Barbara
 
Barbara A. Jones
Anchorage Municipal Clerk

907-343-4313 (fax)
Barbara.Jones@AnchorageAK.gov (email)
www.muni.org/clerk (website)
 
Vision Statement:  The Anchorage Municipal Clerk's Office is dedicated to excellence by
courteously, accurately, and timely performing its duties to facilitate a well-informed, well-
served community and government officials, thus, maximizing public participation in the
democratic process of local government. Ver. 1.0.
 

    

 
From: Jones, Barbara A. 
Sent: Saturday, April 2, 2022 4:08 PM
To:  Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Heinz, Jamie L.



<jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>;  Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;
 Beverly  - Anchorage, AK < @usps.gov>; , Chae - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>; , Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>
Cc: 99522 SAND LAKE STATION, AK @usps.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
Thank you for the response.  Can you please let us know what “redeliver” means?  Barbara
 

From:  Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov> 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 5:49 PM
To: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>;  Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>; Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>;  Beverly 
- Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;  Chae  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>
Cc: 99522 SAND LAKE STATION, AK @usps.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
Hello,
 
I spoke to the carrier who is assigned at Emerald St and Jade St. Carrier mentioned he received a lot of
Ballots yesterday that has “Redeliver” marking on them. He also delivered ballots sometime last week and
noticed some part of his routes still have did not received their ballots.
 
We do not have Emerald Dr.
 
 
Thank you,
 
Kimberly 
Supervisor, Customer Service

 
 

From: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov> 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 10:47 AM
To:  Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Jones, Barbara A.
<barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>; , Beverly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;  Chae  - Anchorage, AK
@usps.gov>; , Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 



CAUTION: This email originated from outside USPS. STOP and CONSIDER before responding, clicking on
links, or opening attachments.

Hi Tito,
 
As requested by phone, attached are samples of the mail pieces.  The first page is the outgoing
mail piece that you’ll likely prefer to look at; the second two pages are ballot return envelopes.
 
 
Thanks,
Jamie Heinz, MMC
MOA Elections

 
From: Heinz, Jamie L. 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 9:48 AM
To: , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Jones, Barbara A.
<barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>; , Beverly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Chae - Anchorage, AK
@usps.gov>; , Melissa - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
We know that Emerald Drive, Emerald Street,  Jade Street, and the circles near those streets
were affected but we do not know the extent of the area that did not receive the ballot packages.
 
Thanks,
Jamie Heinz, MMC
MOA Elections

 
From: , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK < > 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 9:21 AM
To: Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>;  Beverly  - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>; , Kimberly - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;
, Chae  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Melissa  Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>
Cc: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
Importance: High
 

The station is asking which addresses did not received the ballots. Can you share it
with us some specific address?  1941 and 1944 consist of several routes.
 
Based on the map 1944, my address is part of that. We received all our ballots in my
household.
 



Thank You!
Alejandro  s Supervisor, Business Mail Entry Unit
-

+ @usps.gov  s'(  s7(
 
We value your feedback!  Customer service surveys are periodically emailed to customers
asking for feedback on how we’re doing.  Should you receive a survey, please take a moment to
tell us about your most recent Business Mail Entry Unit (BMEU) experience.  In the meantime, if
there is any way we can improve your BMEU experience, please let us know.  We look forward to
hearing from you! 
 
 

From: Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 10:38 PM
To: , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Beverly  - Anchorage,
AK @usps.gov>; , Kimberly - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>;  Chae  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>
Cc: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside USPS. STOP and CONSIDER before responding, clicking on
links, or opening attachments.

Dear Friends at the USPS:  The Municipality of Anchorage Elections Team has received some information
that voters in the neighborhoods designated as 1941 and 1944 in the map below did not receive their
ballot packages to vote in the Municipal Election.  We wanted to provide this information to the USPS in
the event there is some action you could take to address this.  The link to the map is provided below, in
case you wanted to get into the details of the map.  Thank you as always for your help with MOA
Elections.  Barbara Jones, Municipal Clerk
 
Https://muniorg.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?
id=a598b0522a3d434cafbc93f20c5ce1a6https://muniorg.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.ht
ml?id=a598b0522a3d434cafbc93f20c5ce1a6









needs answers to the following questions by COB Monday, April 18.
 
We are inquiring regarding the statement that a USPS supervisor “spoke to the carrier who is
assigned at Emerald St and Jade St. [And the] Carrier mentioned he received a lot of Ballots
yesterday [March 31] that has “Redeliver” marking on them. He also delivered ballots
sometime last week and noticed some part of his routes still have did not received their
ballots.” 
 
First, as requested in our email of April 2, could you please let us know what ”Redeliver”
means? 
 
Second, could you also please let us know what it means that the carries stated that he
“noticed some part of his routes still have did not received their ballots”? 

Which were the “routes [that] still have not received their ballots” and how did the
carrier know this? 

 
Thank you for your help regarding providing answers to these questions as soon as possible
and hopefully by Monday, April 18.  Sincerely, Barbara
 
Barbara A. Jones
Anchorage Municipal Clerk

907-343-4313 (fax)
Barbara.Jones@AnchorageAK.gov (email)
www.muni.org/clerk (website)
 
Vision Statement:  The Anchorage Municipal Clerk's Office is dedicated to excellence by
courteously, accurately, and timely performing its duties to facilitate a well-informed, well-
served community and government officials, thus, maximizing public participation in the
democratic process of local government. Ver. 1.0.
 

    

 
From: Jones, Barbara A. 
Sent: Saturday, April 2, 2022 4:08 PM
To: , Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Heinz, Jamie L.
<jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>; , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

 Beverly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Chae - Anchorage, AK
@usps.gov>; , Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>

Cc: 99522 SAND LAKE STATION, AK @usps.gov>



Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
Thank you for the response.  Can you please let us know what “redeliver” means?  Barbara
 

From:  Kimberly - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov> 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 5:49 PM
To: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>; , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>; Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>; , Beverly 
- Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Chae  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>
Cc: 99522 SAND LAKE STATION, AK @usps.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
Hello,
 
I spoke to the carrier who is assigned at Emerald St and Jade St. Carrier mentioned he received a lot of
Ballots yesterday that has “Redeliver” marking on them. He also delivered ballots sometime last week and
noticed some part of his routes still have did not received their ballots.
 
We do not have Emerald Dr.
 
 
Thank you,
 
Kimberly 
Supervisor, Customer Service

 
 

From: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov> 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 10:47 AM
To: , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Jones, Barbara A.
<barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>; , Beverly - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Chae  - Anchorage, AK
@usps.gov>; , Melissa - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside USPS. STOP and CONSIDER before responding, clicking on
links, or opening attachments.

Hi Tito,



 
As requested by phone, attached are samples of the mail pieces.  The first page is the outgoing
mail piece that you’ll likely prefer to look at; the second two pages are ballot return envelopes.
 
 
Thanks,
Jamie Heinz, MMC
MOA Elections

 
From: Heinz, Jamie L. 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 9:48 AM
To: , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Jones, Barbara A.
<barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>; , Beverly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Chae  - Anchorage, AK
@usps.gov>; , Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
We know that Emerald Drive, Emerald Street,  Jade Street, and the circles near those streets
were affected but we do not know the extent of the area that did not receive the ballot packages.
 
Thanks,
Jamie Heinz, MMC
MOA Elections

 
From:  Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK < > 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 9:21 AM
To: Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>; , Beverly  - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>; , Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;
, Chae  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Melissa  - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>
Cc: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
Importance: High
 

The station is asking which addresses did not received the ballots. Can you share it
with us some specific address?  1941 and 1944 consist of several routes.
 
Based on the map 1944, my address is part of that. We received all our ballots in my
household.
 
Thank You!
Alejandro  s Supervisor, Business Mail Entry Unit
-



+ @usps.gov  s'(  s7(
 
We value your feedback!  Customer service surveys are periodically emailed to customers
asking for feedback on how we’re doing.  Should you receive a survey, please take a moment to
tell us about your most recent Business Mail Entry Unit (BMEU) experience.  In the meantime, if
there is any way we can improve your BMEU experience, please let us know.  We look forward
to hearing from you! 
 
 

From: Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2022 10:38 PM
To: , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Beverly  - Anchorage,
AK @usps.gov>; , Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>; , Chae  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>
Cc: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside USPS. STOP and CONSIDER before responding, clicking on
links, or opening attachments.

Dear Friends at the USPS:  The Municipality of Anchorage Elections Team has received some information
that voters in the neighborhoods designated as 1941 and 1944 in the map below did not receive their
ballot packages to vote in the Municipal Election.  We wanted to provide this information to the USPS in
the event there is some action you could take to address this.  The link to the map is provided below, in
case you wanted to get into the details of the map.  Thank you as always for your help with MOA
Elections.  Barbara Jones, Municipal Clerk
 
Https://muniorg.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?
id=a598b0522a3d434cafbc93f20c5ce1a6https://muniorg.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.ht
ml?id=a598b0522a3d434cafbc93f20c5ce1a6











From:  Melissa  - Anchorage, AK
To: Jones, Barbara A.; Heinz, Jamie L.; l, Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK; , Beverly  - Anchorage, AK
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not receive ballot packages
Date: Monday, April 25, 2022 4:55:36 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
image003.png

Barbara
 
The carrier confirmed that all ballots that he had were delivered.  There is no mail, no ballots at the office
for delivery or return.
 
Please let me know if you need any additional clarification.
 
Melissa
 
 

From: Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov> 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2022 4:53 PM
To: , Melissa  Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Heinz, Jamie L.
<jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>; , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Beverly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside USPS. STOP and CONSIDER before responding, clicking on
links, or opening attachments.

To all:  I have one additional question: 
 
Can the USPS please confirm that the ballot envelopes referred to that had a “redeliver” marking on them
were in fact “redelivered” to the voters? 
 
There is a request for a response to this question by 1:00 p.m. tomorrow, Tuesday, April 26.  Thank you
ahead of time for your assistance, Barbara
 

From: Jones, Barbara A. 
Sent: Tuesday, April 19, 2022 4:04 PM
To: , Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Heinz, Jamie L.
<jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>; , Alejandro - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Beverly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
Thank you for these clarifications.  Barbara  
 

From: , Melissa - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov> 







Dear USPS friends.  Thank you for the email response below.  The Municipality desperately
needs answers to the following questions by COB Monday, April 18.
 
We are inquiring regarding the statement that a USPS supervisor “spoke to the carrier who is
assigned at Emerald St and Jade St. [And the] Carrier mentioned he received a lot of Ballots
yesterday [March 31] that has “Redeliver” marking on them. He also delivered ballots
sometime last week and noticed some part of his routes still have did not received their
ballots.” 
 
First, as requested in our email of April 2, could you please let us know what ”Redeliver”
means? 
 
Second, could you also please let us know what it means that the carries stated that he
“noticed some part of his routes still have did not received their ballots”? 

Which were the “routes [that] still have not received their ballots” and how did the
carrier know this? 

 
Thank you for your help regarding providing answers to these questions as soon as possible
and hopefully by Monday, April 18.  Sincerely, Barbara
 
Barbara A. Jones
Anchorage Municipal Clerk

907-343-4313 (fax)
Barbara.Jones@AnchorageAK.gov (email)
www.muni.org/clerk (website)
 
Vision Statement:  The Anchorage Municipal Clerk's Office is dedicated to excellence by
courteously, accurately, and timely performing its duties to facilitate a well-informed, well-
served community and government officials, thus, maximizing public participation in the
democratic process of local government. Ver. 1.0.
 

    

 
From: Jones, Barbara A. 
Sent: Saturday, April 2, 2022 4:08 PM
To: , Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Heinz, Jamie L.
<jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>; , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Beverly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Chae - Anchorage, AK
@usps.gov>; , Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>



Cc: 99522 SAND LAKE STATION, AK @usps.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
Thank you for the response.  Can you please let us know what “redeliver” means?  Barbara
 

From: , Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov> 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 5:49 PM
To: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>; , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>; Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>; , Beverly
- Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;  Chae  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Melissa - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>
Cc: 99522 SAND LAKE STATION, AK @usps.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
Hello,
 
I spoke to the carrier who is assigned at Emerald St and Jade St. Carrier mentioned he received a lot of
Ballots yesterday that has “Redeliver” marking on them. He also delivered ballots sometime last week and
noticed some part of his routes still have did not received their ballots.
 
We do not have Emerald Dr.
 
 
Thank you,
 
Kimberly Gajonera
Supervisor, Customer Service

 
 

From: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov> 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 10:47 AM
To: , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Jones, Barbara A.
<barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>; , Beverly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Chae  - Anchorage, AK
@usps.gov>; , Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside USPS. STOP and CONSIDER before responding, clicking on
links, or opening attachments.



Hi Tito,
 
As requested by phone, attached are samples of the mail pieces.  The first page is the outgoing
mail piece that you’ll likely prefer to look at; the second two pages are ballot return envelopes.
 
 
Thanks,
Jamie Heinz, MMC
MOA Elections

 
From: Heinz, Jamie L. 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 9:48 AM
To: , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; Jones, Barbara A.
<barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>;  Beverly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;

, Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Chae - Anchorage, AK
@usps.gov>; , Melissa  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
 
We know that Emerald Drive, Emerald Street,  Jade Street, and the circles near those streets
were affected but we do not know the extent of the area that did not receive the ballot packages.
 
Thanks,
Jamie Heinz, MMC
MOA Elections

 
From: , Alejandro  - Anchorage, AK < > 
Sent: Friday, April 1, 2022 9:21 AM
To: Jones, Barbara A. <barbara.jones@anchorageak.gov>;  Beverly  - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>; , Kimberly  - Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>;
, Chae  Anchorage, AK @usps.gov>; , Melissa  - Anchorage, AK

@usps.gov>
Cc: Heinz, Jamie L. <jamie.heinz@anchorageak.gov>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] MOA Elections heard about some voters in certain neighborhoods who did not
receive ballot packages
Importance: High
 

The station is asking which addresses did not received the ballots. Can you share it
with us some specific address?  1941 and 1944 consist of several routes.
 
Based on the map 1944, my address is part of that. We received all our ballots in my
household.
 
Thank You!
Alejandro  s Supervisor, Business Mail Entry Unit
-


















